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PANDEMIC OR INFLATED FLU

–MANAGING UNCERTAINTY AS PART OF THE CRISIS

 The 2019 Coronavirus disease, “COVID-19” is
 Difficult to diagnose 

 Difficult to treat and evaluate in medical and epidemiological terms

 Difficult to hedge as regional epidemics and about to break out as global pandemic

 Certain to cause major challenges to economies and societies

 Our discussion is
 Not able or meant to give answers to a world of new questions

 But trying to find the right questions and approaches 

 Leading to flexible solutions that can cope with the present uncertainty, and

 Gain future validity by transparently balancing interests, instead of simple black and white solutions

➢ The right questions are to be found 
➢ Along established values

➢ Applied to new situations

➢ To create consistent new values

➢ Let’s discuss evaluation for key questions on legal and social relationships and values
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1. Legal Situation: Legal basis and possible measures 

2. Actual Implementation and Practice: Testing, Quarantine and Treatment, Recommendations for
preventions

3. Mutual Goal of Health Administrations: Delay impact to avoid disaster

4. Can an employer recommend or require employees (or an employee request and/or refuse):
 To work from home? And/or to avoid public transportation and public spaces, at least at rush hour?

 To stay at home without work (e.g. due to closure of facilities) - with or without pay?

 Or on contrary, to commute or even undertake business trips despite risk of infection?

5. Would employers be liable for damages if they fail to take precautionary measures, or even give orders
increasing the risk? Could employees become liable if they disregard orders and cause business disruption
by infection?

6. What are the consequences for performance of contracts and debts, contractual and public obligations, as
tax, social insurance dues etc. (claim of force majeure etc.; extension of tax return deadlines etc.)?

7. What preventative measures should individuals and companies take proactively? (As e.g. reducing risk by
staggered shift work etc.)

8. How can Corona Crisis Management be used as investment into Resilience and Digitalization?

KEY QUESTIONS: REGULATORY / LABOR, BUSINESS & CONSUMPTION / ACTIONS
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REGULATORY ISSUES .

1. Legal Situation: Legal basis and possible measures 
① Recognition of COVID-19

➢Japan: Cabinet order of January 28th, 2020, (pursuant to Article 6 para. 8, Act on Prevention of
Infectious Diseases and Medical Care for Patients with Infectious Diseases, “PIDMA”) appointed
COVID-19 as “Designated Infectious Disease”;

➢Germany: Federal Health Ministry (under Infection Protection Act, “IPA”) coordinates state
government activities, while each state takes measures based on its situation

② What measures are possible
➢Japan: issue recommendation to infected person to be hospitalized and if necessary orders to

infected persons not to work etc.; however: to non-infected persons only recommendation is
possible (e.g. to postpone exhibitions, extend school holidays etc. )→ presently, the provisions for
closing buildings under the PIDMA do not apply to COVID-19, however, ships and airships may not
be allowed to port in Japan.
→ in case of reclassifying COVID-19 also measures against non-infected persons would become
possible; then also closure of facilities etc.

➢Germany: “all protective measures to the extent and as long as necessary” – to confine and order
any person with infection trail to be examined, to stay at home; close down public buildings, all
child and youth care & education facilities (schools, kindergarten etc.); close down factories or
offices if justified by due balance of interest

→ without formal reclassification of risk, commensurate orders are already possible
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2. Actual Implementation and Practice: Testing, Quarantine and Treatment
① Testing and distinguishing positive and negative cases

➢Japan: Patient visits hospital (incl. GP) with flu-like symptoms and persistent fever. Throat
examination and throat smear is undertaken to be examined by Polymerase Chain Reaction
testing (PCR testing) at external laboratory. Currently PCR testing is still limited

→ high contamination risk at hospital and GP! No separation of high contamination risks!

➢Germany: Patient consults physician by telephone, if considered critical, refer to special
diagnostic centre with epidemiological separation system and facilities (separate waiting
rooms with constant disinfection etc. ) to undergo PCR testing;

→ substantial reduction of risk

② Quarantine and treatment of positive cases

➢Japan: Once a person is confirmed to be infected by PCR testing, quarantine becomes
mandatory. Quarantine can be implemented at special health care facilities or at home. This
decision is taken together with the patient and health care professional. After 14 days
reexamination of quarantined patient should be performed. The compliance to home
quarantine relies on patient’s cooperation.

➢Germany: if diagnosed positive – same as in Japan
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2. Actual Implementation and Practice: Recommendations for prevention
➢ Japan: Recommendation of home-work (46 % of the major companies introduced

home work – according to Nikkei of February 28th); schools and child facilities closed
nationwide (on voluntary basis, followed with almost no exception); assemblies and
events cancelled or held without spectators (Sumo-Basho and other sport events)

→ substantial reduction of risk at high cost as investment to save Tokyo Olympics

➢ Germany: No general recommendations, facilities closed only after positive cases
occurred, assemblies and events continue but some cancellations based on voluntary
basis (e.g. Leipzig Book Fair)

→ substantially higher risk to avoid higher cost of e.g. Bundesliga in empty stadiums

3. Mutual Goal of Health Administrations: Delay impact to avoid disaster
➢ Gain time by slowing down infections

➢ Prevent hospitals being overrun (as in China)

➢ Stretch out to spring and summer, with dramatic reduction of infection risk
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LABOR, BUSINESS AND CONSUMPTION .

4. Can an employer recommend or require employees (or an employee request and/or refuse):
1. To work from home (telework), to avoid public transportation and public spaces, at least at rush

hour?

2. To stay at home without work (e.g. due to closure of facilities) – with or without pay?

3. Or on the contrary, to commute or even undertake business trips despite risk of infection?

➢ Japan:
 Ad 1: first step should be always consensual solutions of entire team; such measures can also be set in

rules of employment, subject to due procedures, including consulting with employees’ representative
(& consent recommended to avoid claim of unfairness); in case of emergency, i.e. infection confirmed
or recommendation of authorities given, consent and consultation as far as possible, but not
mandatory; without due procedure or emergency, employer risks a breach of the employment
contract causing damage claims (and administrative fines); in case of separate individual agreement,
consent is required, which employee must not withhold unreasonably

 Ad 2: Employers can close down the company, also partially, and send the employees home until the
crisis is over. Towards employees who are not infected the employer may, however, be obliged to pay
an allowance for work breaks (“Kyuhgyoh Teate”, at least 60% of the average wage; infected persons
receive health insurance payments)

 Ad 3: If employers request from employees to commute during the rush hour or to travel to an area
where there is a risk of infection without taking any measures or precautions to prevent infection, the
employer will be liable for damages due to violation of appropriate safety considerations (resulting out
of the employer’s obligation towards the employees).
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LABOR, BUSINESS AND CONSUMPTION .

4. Can an employer recommend or require employees (or an employee request and/or
refuse):
1. To work from home (telework), to avoid public transportation and public spaces, at least at

rush hour?

2. To stay at home without work (e.g. due to closure of facilities) – with or without pay?

3. Or on the contrary, to commute or even undertake business trips despite risk of infection?

➢ Germany:
 Ad 1: Generally: such measures require consent of each employee (except telework, which can be

otherwise ordered), unless emergency by e.g. infection within the company and the measure is
justified by employer’s duty of care (“Fürsorgepflicht”); public recommendation and orders in this
regard should be followed, however.

 Ad 2: Employers can close down the company and send the employees home but must fulfil their
salary obligations regardless as this is party of the employer’s operational risk (“Betriebsrisiko”)
(provided that he may apply for reduced working hours with labour agencies, if COVID 19 is
recognized force majeure pursuant to Article 95-106, SGB III )

 Ad 3: Depending on travel warning by the Foreign Office for – if issued for destination country or
area, business trip can neither be ordered, nor undertaken against instruction and vice versa.
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5. Would employers be liable for damages if they fail to take precautionary measures, or
even give orders increasing the risk? Could employees become liable if they disregard
orders and cause business disruption by infection? Does the risk of liability increase, if
employer or employee disregard public recommendations (or even orders)?

➢ Japan:

 Employers are obliged to consider the safety of their employees (Article 5 of the Labor
Contract Law). If employers fail to take precautionary measures, or even give orders
increasing the risk of infection, they may be liable for resulting damages.

 Therefore, the risk of liability increased if employers do not follow official recommen-
dations.

 Employees are obliged to perform their work in good faith in accordance with the
instructions of the employer (Article 3.4 of the Labor Contract Law). Therefore,
employees may be liable for any default and may be subject to disciplinary action if
they violate a proper order of the employer that results in damage to the company.
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5. Would employers be liable for damages if they fail to take precautionary measures, or
even give orders increasing the risk? Could employees become liable if they disregard
orders and cause business disruption by infection? Does the risk of liability increase, if
employer or employee disregard public recommendations (or even orders)?

➢ Germany:
 Depending on employer’s duty of care (“Fürsorgepflicht”) in concise situation:

 An employer is obliged to undertake all measures necessary and possible to protect
health of employees – i.e. liability risk increases if measures as identified as possible are
omitted, and in case of neglecting public recommendations or even orders, the duty of
care is obviously broken

 Employees can only be held liable for middle and gross negligent and willful behavior.
Protecting other co-workers from infectious diseases is a contractual secondary
obligation, therefore an employer might claim liability if an employee
negligently/willfully infected others with COVID-19.

 However, the full burden of proof lies with the employer, section 619a German Civil
Code.
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6. B-to-B: What are the consequences for performance of contracts and debts, contractual
and public obligations, as tax, social insurance dues etc. (claim of force majeure etc.;
extension of tax return deadlines etc.)?

➢ Japan:

 Claiming force majeure depends on the factual and contractual situation; it is important
that the companies do their best to fulfill debts by seeking alternative measures, etc.

 The defense of force majeure is not applicable to monetary obligations.

 Also beyond monetary obligations, the revised Civil Code (enforced from April 1, 2020)
allows creditors to terminate contracts based on the debtor’s default without the
debtor’s negligence; however the judgement depends on each case, especially also the
contractual situation. and is complex.

 Income tax return has been extended due to coronavirus. With regard to the payment
of other social insurance and taxes, special measures may be taken. We recommend to
pay close attention to relevant authority’s action.
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6. B-to-B: What are the consequences for performance of contracts and debts, contractual
and public obligations, as tax, social insurance dues etc. (claim of force majeure etc.;
extension of tax return deadlines etc.)?

➢ Germany:
 Contractual and public obligations are not suspended due to COVID-19.

 Impossibility to fulfill a contract or defaults in the work process due to COVID-19 may be
classified as an act of force majeure. This, however, depends largely on the specific
clause in the contract between the affected companies.

 Generally, issues within the supply chain are only an indirect instance of force majeure
as each contractual party is responsible for their own supply chain, therefore, a German
court might not find force majeure applicable; in most cases relying on single sourcing
may also be considered negligent.

 Also, the burden of proof lies with the company claiming force majeure, which can be a
very difficult process.
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6. B-to-C: What are the consequences for performance of contracts and debts? (claim
of force majeure possible?)

➢ Japan:
 Generally, similar to B-to-B cases. However, in general, consumers have less capability

to fulfill their debts than companies, therefore exemption due to force majeure may be
wider applicable than in B-to-B cases.

 In B-to-C case, the contract provisions, which burdens consumers with to force majeure
risk (i.e. pay without performance), are may be invalid (unless fair and special reason
that customer has taken the risk)

 However, consumer who wants to cancel based on force majeure has to prove such
circumstance by e.g. government recommendations
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6. B-to-C: What are the consequences for performance of contracts and debts? (claim
of force majeure possible?)

➢ Germany:
 Specific legal provisions apply to typical dispute situations (as tourism), while others are

subject to general law (BGB)

 Example tourism:

 If trip was booked as package (determined by operator), travel law according to the
German Civil Code and ECJ rulings gives customer the right to cancel without payment
for any material deviation from the promised package program

 If services were booked separately, individual contractual rules apply, and the customer
has to prove separately for each booking force majeure, which will be – if at all –
possible only in case of official travel warning or a travel notice by the Foreign Office

 The general provisions apply if there are no special provisions: If the contractor cannot
fulfill his obligation due to impossibility, the consumer may request refund and/or
withdraw from the contract.
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7. What preventative measures should individuals and companies take proactively? (As
e.g. reducing risk by staggered shift work etc.)

◆ Observe all hygienic & medical recommendations to reduce contacts and disinfect

◆ Homework wherever possible, commuting only off-peak

◆ Performance of inevitable on-site jobs and securing supply chain
➢ Split teams in e.g. 3 fully functional groups and disinfect work place between shifts

➢ Review all single source supplies for risk and resilience

➢ Develop Resilience plan
➢ How to reduce risk by highest possible homework level during epidemic period

➢ How to isolate an infection case within the facilities and teams of the company in order to
continue business by establishing epidemiologically isolated shifts etc.

➢ Avoid or reduce single source risks

➢ Certifying Resilience plan as sufficient (exceeding ISO 22301 etc.)
➢ with authorities as sufficient to avoid contradicting orders or recommendations

➢ With employees and labour unions to ensure avoid dispute and ensure labour partnership

➢ with business partners to hedge damage claims and establish exceeding circumstances as
force majeure
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8. How can Corona Crisis Management be used as investment into Resilience and
Digitalization?

➢ Resilience plans would have been widely considered too costly or unnecessary before
the crisis, but now can be seen as investment

➢ The required changes can be seen as investment as follows
➢ Investments to enable Homework, serving

➢ IT structure for Digitalization

➢ Paperless office

➢ reinforce and redefine flexible labour relationships as partnership fit for digitalisation

➢ Higher acceptance of atomization based on redefined labour relationship

➢ Investments for alternative supply chains, serving
➢ Redefinition of added value by sustainability and resilience, including respective cost

➢ Support transformation from “Maker” to “Function Supplier”

➢ Review of values and standards in general (including ISO 22301)
➢ Sustainability as key value and target equal to (or exceeding) growth

➢ Resilience as proof of Sustainability
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General employment law (1/3)

➢ Q: I understand the virus has impact on the society, hospital and supply chain but cannot
fully understand the impact on individuals. Why an employer has to take preventive
measure for this disease? How can we distinguish this virus from other disease?

A (Japan): An employer is obliged to consider employee safety under the Labor Contract
Law and the Industrial Safety and Health Law. If no preventive measures are taken, there is
a risk that an employee may claim for damages. It is recommended that employers
endeavor to ensure the safety of their employees as the above legal obligations are not
limited to the new coronavirus.

A (Germany): Generally, an employer has a duty of care for her/his employees. This duty
exists regardless of the type of illness. Due to its high infection rate, however, the
coronavirus requires more extensive measures than e.g. a regular influenza. For this reason,
employers should implement further reaching measures such as providing disinfectant,
educating employees on safe behavior, sending infected employees and those in contact
with such employee’s home, offering telework, etc.
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General employment law (2/3)

➢ Q: Can the employee ask the company to also take precautions for other viruses less
"deadly" than the coronavirus (such as regular flu)?

A (Japan): As the employer is legally obliged to pay due consideration to the safety of
employees, so even if the fatality rate varies depending on the type of disease, it is
recommended that action be taken to ensure the safety of employees. In other words,
employees may ask employers to fulfill their safety-conscious obligations.

A (Germany): Employers generally have a duty of care regarding their employees. This
means that employers should look out for their employee's health. If a person shows signs
of infectious illness (such as the flu or a bad cold), they should be sent home to recover
and not to infect their colleagues. The employer should provide disinfectant and other
appropriate measures to counteract the spreading of the illness. However, with regular
illnesses there are no requirements for further, more drastic measures.
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General employment law (3/3)

➢ Q: We are working in a rented office in a 18-floor building with many different tenants. If one of the
employees of the companies is infected, the company might have to close down. But what about all
the other companies in the building: May we decide or can we be forced to close down our office as
well (and vice-versa, we have somebody infected -> must others close)?

A (Japan): Under the present law still only restricted measures are possible: According to the
Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare’s notification on January 28, Article 32 of the Infectious
Diseases Act, which stipulates restrictions on the use of buildings, does not apply to the new
coronavirus. Therefore, even if an employee becomes infected by the new coronavirus, the company
does not need to be closed. On the other hand, the above notification also states that Article 29,
which is a provision concerning disinfection, is applicable. Therefore, there is a possibility that office
use may be temporarily restricted in order to carry out disinfection.

➢ However, a cabinet bill (“Corona Bill”) is preparing drastic changes : The New-Type Influenza Etc.
Special Measures Act shall be amended to include COVID-19 and thereby allow for the following
measures
➢ Requests for self-restriction of outdoor activities (quasi curfew, Article 45, section 1)
➢ restrictions of use of facilities for larger numbers of people (Article 45, section 2),
➢ Establish facilities vaccination of residents (Article 46, without enabling non-compulsory

vaccination (Article 9 of the Vaccination Law)
➢ use of land for temporary medical facilities (Article 49),
➢ and replenishment of supplies by request or attachment (Article 55),
➢ the extension of payment the monetary debt (Article 58, section 1),
➢ and other measures.
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General employment law (3/3)

➢ Q: We are working in a rented office in a 18-floor building with many different tenants. If
one of the employees of the companies is infected, the company might have to close down.
But what about all the other companies in the building: May we decide or can we be
forced to close down our office as well (and vice-versa, we have somebody infected ->
must others close)?

A (Germany): It depends if there was exchange of contact between your employees and
those of the other company. If there is a high risk of cross-infection, the authorities will
probably close the building – at least for a few days until it is thoroughly disinfected. If the
risk of infection is low (e.g. different elevators for different floors and the infected
employees staying on their floor), the building will probably not be closed. But generally,
the authorities in Germany have quite a broad array of measures they can deploy as long
as the balance of interests is kept. In order to ensure consistent responses, however, most
German state governments have now enacted decrees which lay down uniform measures
such as immediate closure and quarantine in case of a local outbreak.
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Regarding salary (1/2)

➢ Q: If I send my staff home and pay the required 60% salary, is there an insurance to cover
the remaining 40 % (unemployment insurance etc.)?

A (Japan): The insurance in question is based on the sickness and accident allowance. The
sickness and accident allowance will not be paid if an employee (who has been ordered to
stay home despite not being infected with coronavirus) receives payment from the
employer that is larger than the sickness and accident allowance. The amount of the
sickness and accident allowance per day is set at an average monthly amount÷30×2/3.
Therefore, we believe that in case 60% of the wage is paid by work break allowance, then
the remaining 40% is not paid by sickness or accident allowance.

➢ Q: How about salaries for part timers? If they are asked to stay at home, does a
compensation has to be paid?

A (Japan): The treatment of part-time employees is the same as above because they must
be treated as regular employees; i.e. they must also receive 60% of their usual wage as
work break allowance, but don’t get compensation for the balance of 40% by sickness or
accident allowance
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Regarding salary (2/2)

➢ Q: From today's presentation, if there is one person in Team A is infected, can the company
force the other members of Team A to go home or quarantine for 2 weeks, without pay? Can
the employee that is not infected, refuse, not to be quarantined or insist on 100% pay?

A (Japan): Employers may order (uninfected) employees to stand by at home under their
control and supervision. However, at least 60 percent of the leave allowance must be paid if the
company decides to suspend (uninfected) employees. In this case, it is unlikely that an
employee (who was ordered to wait at home despite not having been infected) would be
allowed to claim full wages in accordance with Article 536, Paragraph 2 of the Civil Code.

➢ Q: What about employees of other teams? If the employer decides to close down a large part of
the company, can employees of other teams refuse to be quarantined or insist on 100% pay?

A (Japan): Employees of other teams, departments, or sections will also reach the same
conclusion as above.

A (Germany) : The employer must always pay 100 % of the salary; if the shut-down was ordered
by the authorities the money can be claimed back from the state. Companies might, however,
apply for short-time work and pay in coordination with the employment agency.
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Miscellaneous (1/3)

➢ Q: Is it possible to ask visitors to the office about their health condition (e.g. do you have a
fever? Do you feel unwell?)? Can we make temperature measurements a condition to enter our
premises?

A (Japan): It is acceptable to request visitors to voluntary declare any health conditions, subject,
however, to careful observance of privacy requirements if records are taken and notices
required: Measuring the body temperature of visitors and asking health, travel and contact facts
creates sensitive information, subject to strict regulations and to be limited to the necessary
and justifiable degree.

A (Germany/EU): Generally, you can decide who is allowed onto your premises and who is not.
Therefore, you can ask people to provide you with information regarding their health status
before allowing them onto your premises. As any type of health information is very sensitive
and personal, however, you require the explicit consent of the respective person to ask for such
information, even if it is not saved afterwards but only checked by one person at the gate. Also,
if a person has a legitimate interest to access your premises (e.g. you provide storage facilities
that customers can rent and someone wants to access their personal belongings), you may not
require such information under the threat of denying access as this would constitute undue
pressure and render the consent invalid.
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Miscellaneous (2/3)

➢ Q: This impacts the vast number of small medium enterprises in the country and the consumer
spending which is about 70% of the economy, so as you lose income you cut your own spending
and then this hits more people down the food chain, until the economy grinds to a halt. Can
force majeure be invoked to ask for the postponement of payment to people like the tax debt,
the social insurance dept, building landlords, etc. – all bigger organizations than the smaller
companies?

A (Japan): Force majeure is in general a problem with contracts between private individuals,
and we consider that it is rare for force majeure to be applied in relation to taxes, social
insurance, or other public institutions. As can be seen in the recent extension of the time for
payment of income tax, it is recommended to pay close attention to the trends of cases in which
force majeure is likely to become a problem, as it is normal for the relevant administrative
organization to notify in advance. The Cabinet`s new Corona Bill does provide for the possibility
to extend monetary payments by law, and this will also influence the definition of force majeure
in this context

A (Germany): Generally, no as this "trickle down" effect is not directly caused by the virus in
comparison to a facility being shut down on an authority order causing the company to default
its contracts. However, in case the entire economy comes to a halt, also German special
measures acts can be expected. Currently, measure are being implemented like easement for
the application of short time work payment (Kurzarbeitergeld); special monetary aid (loans,
etc.) for affected companies
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Miscellaneous (3/3)

➢ Q: Must private international schools refund school fees when they close down due to the
coronavirus? In Hongkong and Singapore they must regardless of offering remote learning
services?

A (Japan): As a general rule, service provision and payment of tuition fees are considered to be
remuneration for services. Accordingly, as long as the school is unable to provide services due to
the closure of the school, it will be necessary to return the tuition fee, unless exempted by force
majeure. However, in order to respond accurately to your questions, it is necessary to review
the terms of the contract, so please contact us at any time and we will respond to your inquiry.
Also the Corona Bill may exempt schools from redemption of tuitions to preserve their existence.

A (Germany): Depends on the contract between the school and the pupils respectively their
parents. Generally, if a contracting party defaults on its obligation (provide schooling), it will
have to pay back the financial consideration it received. The school, however, might claim force
majeure. Whether the exemption is applicable, depends on several factors: Does such contract
include a force majeure clause? Does the general presence of the coronavirus itself constitute
such force majeure? Or only if teachers/pupils have fallen ill? Also impending Corona legislation
and measures may exempt schools from redemption of tuitions to preserve their existence,
which will be individually decided by the respective state legislators.
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Medical

➢ Q: Does the splitting of groups work in a small office area as well? Office with 400 people?

A: Yes, if you properly disinfect the office and office equipment after every shift.

➢ Q: Is wearing masks effective or not?

A: Yes, if you are an infected person and want to protect others. If you are not infected,
then it only helps in close quarters where others might cough or sneeze in your direction.
Outside or if you can keep at least one meter distance to others, a mask does not help at
all and, if not correctly handled, can actually function as a breeding ground for bacteria
due to the warmth and moisture from your breath. It is better to diligently follow hygiene
protocols and wash your hands regularly, not touch your face and not come into close
personal contact with others.
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This presentation, including the Q&A section, is intended for purpose of discussion and
exchange of opinions only. All solutions indicated are first attempts to approach the issues and
serve the purpose of methodology rather than of results. We do not intend to give legal,
medical or any other kind of advice for actual legal or medical issues, but ASJ will be happy to
follow up with legal advice in case you address us with concise questions on actual cases.

Atsumi Sakai Janssen Foreign Law Joint Enterprise – Tokyo – Frankfurt 
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